Nietzsche's On the Genealogy of Morality (1887) is a forceful, perplexing, important book, radical in its own time and profoundly influential ever since. This introductory textbook offers a comprehensive, close reading of the entire work, with a section-by-section analysis that also aims to show how the Genealogy holds together as an integrated whole. The Genealogy is helpfully situated within Nietzsche's wider philosophy, and occasional interludes examine supplementary topics that further enhance the reader's understanding of the text. Two chapters examine how the Genealogy relates to standard questions in moral and political philosophy. Written in a clear, accessible style, this book will appeal to students at every level coming to read the Genealogy for the first time, and a wider range of readers will also benefit from nuanced interpretations of controversial elements in Nietzsche's work.
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Abbreviations of Nietzsche’s works

Cited numbers refer to text sections, except in the case of KSA where volume and page numbers are given. I have occasionally modified published translations.


BT  The Birth of Tragedy, in Basic Writings.

CW  The Case of Wagner, in Basic Writings.


EH  Ecce Homo, in Basic Writings. The four main chapters will be indicated by roman numerals, with book titles in Chapter III abbreviated accordingly.


TI  Twilight of the Idols, in The Portable Nietzsche. The chapters will be numbered in sequence by arabic numerals.
Abbreviations

UDH  On the Uses and Disadvantages of History for Life, Part 2 of Untimely Meditations


WS   The Wanderer and His Shadow, Part 2 of Human, All Too Human.

Z    Thus Spoke Zarathustra, in The Portable Nietzsche. The four parts will be indicated by roman numerals, the sections by arabic numerals according to Kaufmann’s listing on pages 112–114.